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T he touristic itinerary Sui Sentieri degli Ezzelini lungo il Muson e il Lastego is long 40 km. 
The first stretch has been inaugurated on the 19th of May 2012 and it covers around 
19 km, running mainly along the torrent Muson, sometimes also along the Musonello, 

touching the towns of Riese Pio X, Loria, Castello di Godego, Castelfranco Veneto and Resana. 
The second stretch, inaugurated on June, 21st 2015, covers  around 20 km of length within 
the territories of Crespano del Grappa, Paderno del Grappa, Fonte and Asolo. The first part of the 
latter, flanks the Muson from locality Spineda in Riese Pio X to the old Maglio in locality Pagna-
no d’Asolo, from where it is possible to walk to the locality called Casonetto, in Asolo (about 2 
km). The second part takes origin from the first one at Ponte Scremin, in Pagnano d’Asolo, and 
touches the eastern side of the town center of Onè di Fonte, crosses Fonte Alto, following, then, 
the torrent Lastego into the valle dei mulini (valley of mills). Along the border between Crespano 
and Paderno, it leads into the natural park of San Pancrazio in Crespano, then it starts to go up 
on via Valderoa until the locality Castagner dea Madoneta, then it comes down on Via Nova and 
finally it goes up again to rejoin the Grappa itineraries in the locality San Liberale in Paderno.

The tourist can enjoy a path which, starting from Padua through the Sentiero di S.Antonio and 
the Sentieri degli Ezzelini, leads, after about 73 km, to the slop of Mount Grappa, from where all 
the mountain itineraries and trails start. In this map we suggest other ring itineraries available 
in our land which will guide you into an historic and nostalgic journey, discovering monuments, 
villas, water sources, springs, parks and traces of the venetian tradition. From the springs of 
Lastego, you can reach the botanical educational garden Astego, giving an evocative view 
spanning from the top of Mount Grappa, to the hills of Asolo and to the plain of Treviso. Not far 
from here, at San Zenone degli Ezzelini, the so-called town of Verdelfo (a funny elf, symbol of 
San Zenone), there is the Oasis of S.Daniele and at Crespano, the “Center Don Chiavacci”, with 

the astronomical observatory and labs for environmental education. In the area of Asolo, at 
Castelcucco in the glade Val dea Tor, near the ancient church of Santa Giustina, and at 

Monfumo, where the ancient brown coal mines drill the rock, you can find the springs 
of Muson. The trail crosses the State highway 248 Schiavonesca-Marosticana at 
the southern point, where you can take via Ca’ Falier along the Muson. Between 
Riese, Loria and Godego you can have a break in the Parks of Muson/Musonello 

and at the ancient Shrine of S.Pietro. At Castelfranco Veneto, birth town of Giorgione, 
the Park of Villa Bolasco and the Academic Theatre would appeal the visitors thanks to 

their harmony and beauty. On the Westside of the trail, the tourist can easily reach 
the cycling lanes of Brenta, passing through Bassano del Grappa and the walled 

town Cittadella. At Resana, towards Treviso, the cycling lane Green Way del par-
co del Sile provides uncontaminated natural landscapes, 

gradually turning into seascapes. The map gives us a 
comprehensive view of the territory of our 9 towns, 

once domain of the medieval family Ezzelini. We 
shall valorize all the single elements highlighted 

in this map, hoping they would be discovered 
and enjoyed by inhabitants and tourists. Fi-
nally, after 20 years, today we can see the 
whole path completed “Sui Sentieri degli 
Ezzelini lungo il Muson e il Lastego”. A 
special thank to the Veneto Region for 
its contribution to this inter-city map and 
to all the Municipal Administrations that 
has been involved so far, thanks to the 
project manager and to everyone who 

has been supporting this project.

This path is one of the slow
Tourism paths (walking, riding bike or horse)
within the Rete Escursionistica
Veneta (REV-Venetian Hiking Network).
Its code as touristic itinerary of the
Province of Treviso is TV9 
“Sentiero turistico Intercomunale ciclo pedonale 
Sui Sentieri degli Ezzelini”.
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PADERNO DEL GRAPPA
•  Piazza Madonnina del Grappa, 1 - 31017
•  Tel.  0423 5393 - www.paderno.tv.it 
•  Elevation: 292 m a.s.l.
•  Area: 19,53 km²
•  Population: 2.200 
•  Fractions: Fietta
•  Twinnig with Mallersdorf-Pfaffenberg (Germania)

G abriele Ferronato wrote in 1999 the history book “Paderno del Grappa, 
storia delle comunità di Fietta e Paderno” (“Paderno del Grappa, history of 
the communities of Fietta and Paderno”), published in 1999. The volume 

tells the story of a territory that has very remote roots, as witnessed by the 
tombstone of Lucio Ragognio, heritage of the Roman age. In the Middle Ages 
there were five ancient communities living here: Coi di Paderno, Farra, Fietta, 
Canil and San Paolo del Lastego, as reported in 1314. Afterwards, the partition 
of the area went under some changes: during the XV century, the towns were 
reduced to two: Fietta and Coi di Paderno, which from 1339 to 1797 remained 
part of the Serenissima (Venice Republic), within the district of Asolo and of the 
province of Treviso. In 1806, the head of province officially recognized the two 
towns as communes. However, in 1808 Fietta was detached from Paderno to 
be combined with another city, Crespano; while Paderno was deleted as inde-
pendent commune and attached prior to Castelcucco and in 1810 to Possagno. 
In the end, Paderno reconquered its status of municipality in 1816 and in 1819 
the community of Fietta was once again connected to it. The Sentiero degli 
Ezzelini starts in the valley of San Vitale and Liberale, where in the Middle 
Ages there was the small monastery of San Vial del Lastego. Here originates the 
Lastego, a raging torrent making its way into the huge alluvial fan. The southern 
part of the municipality is marked by the ancient Roman road of Piovega. Along 
the Lastego shore you can find the hamlet called Cencia, from there you can 
head towards Fonte and reach the zone of Lasteghi. On the hills of Motte you 
can trace the ruins of the Colli Muson castle. Villa Fietta, ancient building 
dating from the first half of 1500 belonged to the Fietta family. Not far from the 
complex building of the Filippin Institutes: a popular Studies Center, now run 
by the Brothers of Christian Schools. The current parish church is dedicated to 
Our Lady of the Annunciation. In the square arise the bell tower, made of stones, 
built on the base of a project of the Venetian architect Giorgio Massari. From 
Paderno you can see the Monte Grappa, mount full of history and hosting a 
huge monument commemorating the Great War of 1915 – 1918.

Trim trail in Val Secca near the City Hall and the Parish Church.
Buss de Refoss, a deep vertical crack hosting the spring of the torrent La-
stego, reachable taking the path n.151 from San Liberale which crosses the 
homonym valley throughout the woods.
Monte Boccaor-Defence line of the First World War. From Pian dea Baea 
to the path 126.
Tunnel digged during the First World War. San Liberal valley, at the bottom 
of the mount Grappa.
San Liberale Valley. Shrine dedicated to San Vitale and San Liberale.

INFO: 
www.suisentieridegliezzelini-acrossveneto.it • www.marcatreviso.it 
www.magicoveneto.it • www.vivibike.net • http://fiab-onlus.it/bici/
APS www.sentieroezzelini.it

Town hall

Monte Boccaor - Defence line of the First World WarTrim trail Shrine in San Liberale valleyBuss de Refoss

CASTELFRANCO VENETO
•  F. M. Preti Street, 1, 31033
•  Telephone: 0423 7354 - www.comune.castelfrancoveneto.tv.it 
•  Elevation: 43 m a.s.l.
•  Area: 51,61 km²
•  Population: 32.880
•  Fractions: Campigo, Salvarosa, Salvatronda, San Floriano, 
    Sant’Andrea oltre il Muson, Treville, Villarazzo.
•  Twinnning with Guelph-Canada

C astelfranco Veneto owes its name to the ‘free’ (franco) castle 
(Castello), so called for it was free from taxes for its first inha-
bitants-defenders. The mighty square made of red bricks was 

erected over an existing embankment, between the late twelfth and 
early decades of the thirteenth century, by the medieval city of Treviso. 
Walled city by definition, preserves almost entirely the walls about 17 
meters high, long about 230 meters on each side, as well as the towers 
soaring at the four corners and at their two midpoints. The government 
of Ezzelino III da Romano in mid thirteenth century, the Venetian do-
mination, the short period of Carraresi family, the war of Cambrai: all 
these historical events have left their mark and nowadays the castle, 
escaped from demolition in the nineteenth century, has become the 
symbol of the city. Within the city walls, the most famous artwork is 
definitely La Pala del Duomo, painted by Giorgione (1477/78-1510) 
around 1504 and representing the Madonna and Child, St. Francis 
and St. Liberal. Of particular interest is the Cathedral dedicated to 
the Virgin of Assumption and St. Liberal, patron saint of Castelfranco 
Veneto. The temple was built between 1724 and 1746, designed by 
the architect Francesco Maria Preti (1701-1774), illustrious citizen 
of the walled city. On the eastern side of the cathedral lies the Museo 
Casa Giorgione, where you can admire the double band in fresco (the 
“Fregio delle arti Liberali e Meccaniche”) attributed to the great painter 
of Castelfranco Veneto. On the opposite side, stands the Monte di 
Pietà, built in the early nineteenth century, which hosts the Municipal 
Library, where ancient paintings of the civic museum collection are 
exposed. Near the City Hall, you will find the Academic Theatre, 
center of cultural life, designed by Francesco Maria Preti in 1745. 
Outside the walls, in Borgo di Treviso, one shall not miss a visit to the 
park Revedin Bolasco, adjoining the homonymous villa, one of the 
most beautiful romantic parks in English style. For further informations 
visit the official websites reported below and other cultural networks 
on the web: Isola dei musei, Città Murate, Acrossveneto-Sui Sentieri 
degli Ezzelini e Terre di Giorgione.

Parking to access the Sentiero degli Ezzelini: 
South of the city center of Villarazzo, in via Valsugana 74 at the Institute Villa 
Dolfin and Coop parking area on via Valsugana.

On the second weekend of September, it takes place the Palio and the Festival 
of hamlets, commemoration of the building of the castle of 1195. The event 
is held in period dresses (XI and XIV century). During the first two weeks of 
December, it takes place the feast and fair with the exhibition of Radicchio 
Variegato di Castelfranco.

INFO: 
Pro Loco:  Via Riccati, 14 – Tel. 0423 495000 • www.prolococastelfrancoveneto.it. 
I.A.T. Castelfranco Veneto:  Via F.M.Preti, 66  Tel. 0423 491416
Museo Casa Giorgione: Piazza San Liberale – Tel. 0423 735626 
www.museocasagiorgione.it • www.isoladeimusei.it • www.marcatreviso.it
www.suisentieridegliezzelini-acrossveneto.it • APS www.sentieroezzelini.it

Academic Theatre Pala del  Giorgione

Park Revedin Bolasco

CASTELLO DI GODEGO
•  G. Marconi Street, 58
•  Tel.  0423 761 111 - www.comune.castellodigodego.tv.it
•  Elevation: 51 m a.s.l.
•  Area: 18,13 km²
•  Population: 7.400 
•   Twinnning with: Boves CN / Labastide St.Pierre-Francia /
    Guelph-Canada

C astello di Godego is between the strip of hills of Asolo and the 
Venetian Central Plain, at the crossroads between the provinces of 
Treviso, Padua and Vicenza. The place was inhabited in pre-Roman 

times, as evidenced by the findings of archaeological materials in the 
area of   “the Motte”. It is a large embankment of great archaeological 
interest for its uniqueness in Italy and for the particular role as a place 
of worship with astronomical and solar aspects. At the intersection 
between the torrent Muson and the ancient route Via Postumia is 
recognizable the system of Roman land partition (centuriazione). On 
this ancient grid, the castle of Godego is likely to have been built by 
the Ezzelini family between the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Since 
the fifteenth century, the territory has been modeled around the villas 
and parks owned by the noble families Mocenigo, Garzoni, Priuli, Zorzi... 
which give the landscape elegance and originality. Crossing the bridge 
over the torrent Muson along Via San Pietro, we can find the original 
and oldest church of Godego. It was founded by the followers of the 
Bishop of Padua, San Prosdocimo, during the Roman Empire, and it 
was the only Christian church until the building in medieval times of 
the church dedicated to the “Nativity of Mary”, within the castle walls. 
East of the torrent Muson, the territory is characterized by the natural 
area (Special Protection Area) called “Prai”. Here in 1991 a botanical 
rarity, called carex vulpina, was discovered by G.Busnardo. In the 
Library / Museum Villa Priuli we find: the Music School Institute 
of the Crocetta, a botanical collection of prai and two archaeological 
collections from the Middle-recent Bronze Age and from Roman age. 
Noteworthy, along Via Marconi you can see: Villa Mocenigo Garzoni 
Martini Pensa, the Barchesa Mocenigo Priuli, hosting the City Hall, 
and the Barco Mocenigo hosting a workshop-school of restoration 
and artistic techniques. In Via Roma lies Villa Ca ‘Zorzi Moresco 
Beltrame with the adjoining Ruggero farm, which houses over 5,000 
working tools of the recent rural culture of the place. Worthy to visit 
Villa Elisa-Salesian Institute E.di Sardagna, the Sanctuary of Crocetta, 
destination of many pilgrims, the parish youth center of S. Antonio and, 
along the Sentiero degli Ezzelini, Villa Caprera/Santi.

Patron Saint celebration dedicated to the nativity of Mary takes place around the 8th 
of September. Historic Parade “Godego in cornice” every four years (May 22 2016, 
Sunday): it is a parade in medieval and renaissance dresses, organized by the local 
Pro Loco. In June the Marcia di S. Pietro and related celebrations. In May, Castello 
di Godego is involved in “A Spasso con i Popoli” (Walking with the Peoples) along 
the Sentiero degli Ezzelini and in July in the “Festa dei Popoli” (Peoples festival). 
The celebration of Madonna della Crocetta is held during the first two weeks of 
July. On 8thof December, come to the Christmas Markets. Once every two years 
the Biennale di Incisori Contemporanei, an exhibition of contemporary engravers.

INFO: 
www.suisentieridegliezzelini-acrossveneto.it • www.marcatreviso.it
www.magicoveneto.it • www.bibliotecacastellodigodego.it • APS www.sentieroezzelini.it

Parking to access the Sentiero degli Ezzelini: 
Municipal sports complex in via Piave. Other areas: lottizzazione Muson (entry 
from via Muson SP 139) and eastside of the Train Station, in via Grande.

Barchessa Mocenigo/Priuli - Municipio

Shrine of San Pietro Le Motte

Villa Priuli Museum Ex mill Moresco

LORIA
•  Piazza Marconi, 1 - 31037 
•  Telephone:  0423 456 711 - www.comunediloria.tv.it
•  Elevation: 75 m a.s.l.
•  Area: 23,25 km²
•  Population: 9.263
•  Fractions: Bessica, Castione, Ramon.
•  Twinning with Bressols-Francia 

Loria, town rich of history and ancient traditions; nowadays noted for the 
economics of gardening art. Its origins are lost in time. Historians, on 
the base of a document dated 972, thought it could coincide with the 

Roman locality Aurilia, which gives name to the main roman road via Aurelia, 
connecting Padua to Asolo and Feltre. The name Loria itself is deemed to be 
a derivation from the ancient toponym Aurilia by some historians; however 
the most credible hypothesis leans towards considering it a derivation from 
the name Aurelius, perhaps a land owner living the area in ancient times. 
According to other historians, the name would derive from a notorious fa-
mily, Da Loria. It is easy to imagine how Loria has been touched by events 
common to many other towns of the area: barbarian invasions; medieval 
settlements and domains, with the prominence of the Da Loria family; the 
ferocious Ezzelino Romano, then Venice. The history of its fractions is also 
interesting. Castione, Castion, comes from the latin word castrum, become 
later castellum (castle) due to the presence of Roman defensive outposts. 
Hypothesis about the origin of the name Ramon are usually related to a 
tributary branch (in italian Ramo) of the torrent Muson. While the origins of 
Bessica are more controversial, some hypothesis derive the name from 
the word Bessis, a Roman unit of measurement of land, or the name of the 
taxation the farmers used to pay to the landowners. According to others, it 
would derive from bessola, a plant providing raw materials to the local craft 
industry of whips and wicker objects. 
Noteworthy is a peculiar physic phenomenon that made this territory noto-
rious: the ignis fatuus (will-o’-wisp) that happened at Loria in 1754. To visit, 
besides the itinerary Sui Sentieri degli Ezzelini, with the Oasis of two 
torrents and the natural park del Vecchio Alveo del Muson (park of the old 
riverbed of Muson), the ancient Villas Baroni, Civran, Jonoch, Marchetti 
and Zaramella, the artistic Churches, the capitals and the squares filled 
of monuments in memory of the fallen.

Every year, in Bessica, on the second Sunday of March takes place the Festi-
val-Market of ornamental plants and gardening products. Loria, together with 
Riese Pio X, celebrates the 29th of April Primo Visentin, known as Masaccio, 
brilliant teacher, brave partisan leader, part of the “Brigata Martiri del Grappa”, 
came as a hero to the end of a life dedicated to the bright ideal of the free 
homeland,  golden medal for military honor. 

Parking to access the Sentiero degli Ezzelini: 
From the northern side of the Park on Muson: municipal parking accessible 
through a cart from Via Monte Santo. Estern side of the same park: wide 
parking area in the industrial zone “Balegante” of Riese Pio X. Northern side 
of the city center of Loria: wide parking area at the supermarket “Superloria”. 
At Ramon: parking southern the entrance to Via Poggiana (at the crossroads 
with Via Asolana). Near Parco del Vecchio Alveo del Muson, along the Sentiero 
degli Ezzelini  : L’Oasi tra Cielo e Terra, with bike rental service, Via Bagolaro, 
5 - Loria (TV)  348.8756616
INFO: 
www.suisentieridegliezzelini-acrossveneto.it • www.marcatreviso.it
www.magicoveneto.it • APS www.sentieroezzelini.it

Oasis of 2 torrents Natural park Vecchio alveo del Muson

Vivaio Masaccio Monument

RESANA
•  Vittorio Veneto Street, 22
•  Tel.  0423 480 264 - www.comune.resana.tv.it 
•  Elevation: 31 m a.s.l.
•  Area: 24,89 km²
•  Population: 9.500 
•  Twinning with Montville, Francia

R esana, together with its fractions Castelminio and San Marco, is 
still the main way to the province of Padua. The Motte has been 
the area chosen for the settlements of the communities of the 

age Paleoveneta. Noteworthy the ancient settlement at the Motte of 
Castelminio. It is a ground relief, consisting of a high mound and 
of a horseshoe-shaped embankement, heritage of a medieval castle 
belonged to the family Tempesta, destroyed, according to the historical 
tradition, in 1325. It was found a core of pottery and a mill in porphyry 
attributable to the middle-recent Bronze age. The important road axis 
formed by the consular road Aurelia, which connected the ancient 
Patavium (Padua) with Acelum (Asolo), dates back to the Roman times. 
From the Roman road in Resana still persist some short stretches of 
cobblestone (via Antica Loreggia). From the eleventh century, the “ville” 
(a term used to indicate the villages and towns of that times) of Resana 
and Brusaporco are often cited in bishop’s documents. Interesting is 
an element in the papal bull of 1152, which shows that the Bishop of 
Treviso had the Castrum de Resana, i.e. the castle, the village and 
all the surroundings. The first presence of Venetian nobles owners of 
extensive estates in Resana dates back to the XVI century. The parish 
church, dedicated to San Bartolomeo, was built in the mid-eighteenth 
century based on a project designed by Giorgio Massari. Noteworthy, 
Villa Loredan-Morosini, now manor house of the family Di Broglio, 
remarkable building in Venetian style. In the following ages, Resana 
confirmed itself as a town with agricultural vocation. It became mu-
nicipality, belonging to the district of Castelfranco, with Napoleonic 
decree of 22 December 1807. In November 1908, it was launched 
the railway line Venice-Bassano, which stopped also at the Resana 
station, thanks to the initiative of the noble Ernesto Broglio, Minister 
of the Kingdom of the time, along with Wollemborg. Of great interest 
are also the numerous rustici (farms), testimony of ancient traditions. 
A second element that characterizes the life and landscape of Resana 
is the presence of sources of water and woods: the northern part of the 
town is the heart of the area of springs. Here originate many streams 
and torrents, among these Dese and Marzenego.

There are three major folk festivals at Resana: in April we celebrate the festival 
del bruscandolo di San Marco. Here, between December and January, takes 
place the International exhibition of Christmas nativity scenes. In August, Re-
sana celebrates the Patron Saint S.Bartolomeo and in September, Castelminio 
celebrates Saints Vittore and Corona with the “festa dea poenta”.

INFO: 
www.suisentieridegliezzelini-acrossveneto.it • www.marcatreviso.it
www.magicoveneto.it • APS www.sentieroezzelini.it
www.fiabonlus.it/bici/ • www.vivibike.it

Trails: South of  Resana, along the river Muson towards  Camposampiero and 
Padova, the Sentiero degli Ezzelini changes its name into Sentiero di S.Antonio.  
On the eastside, we note the cycle-pedestrian lane called ‘GiraSile, La GreenWay 
del Parco del Sile’. Suggestives are the Sources of Sile (fontanassi). They are 
between  Vedelago, Resana and Piombino Dese, very near the springs of river 
Zero, which, crossed the city of Treviso, leads to the lagoon, at Portegrandi di 
Quarto d’Altino (Venezia).

Villa da Mosto_Resana

Mill Zatta_ResanaLake “Le Giarette”_Castelminio Woods of Pettirosso_S.Marco

RIESE PIO X
•  Tel. 0423 753 122 - www.comuneriesepiox.it 
•  Elevation: 65 m a.s.l.
•  Area: 30,64 km²
•  Population: 11.069 
•  Fractions: Poggiana, Spineda, Vallà
•  Twinning with: Sochaczew (Polonia), Griffith (Australia), 
    Guelph (Canada), Zahorska Bystrica (Slovacchia)
•  Friendship Agreement with Assisi (Italy)

R iese is located near the ancient Via Aurelia, the proconsular road 
created by Gaius Aurelius Cotta, in 74 BC, and along the foothills 
strip, where there are still evident traces of the Roman land partition 

of Acelum (now Asolo). A plaque, with the funerary inscription of Lucius 
Vilonius, is walled at the base of the bell tower of the church of Santa 
Maria delle Cendrole. In the land called pezza dei morti alle Cendrole, 
numerous Roman archaeological finds were discovered around 1930, 
confirming that Riese was part of the agro centuriato of Asolo (system 
of land partition controlled by Asolo in Roman Times). In the territory 
of Riese noteworthy are also the findings of the burial of Riese Pio X, 
the Tomb of Spineda and a circular lid of burial urn. Also the names of 
the fractions Poggiana and Vallà can be dated back to Roman times. 
Riese is linked to the house of Gradenigo Venier. Historians believe 
that it arises on the area of   Castrum de Resio (972), donated by Otto 
I to the Bishop of Treviso; then as a bishop’s estate it was enjoyed by 
the family Da Riese, which lived in the fortified castle, dismantled and 
demolished later by the Serenissima (Republic of Venice). Worth noting 
is the elegant Barchessa, country building with porch and residence for 
farmers, added around the middle of the XVIII century to the old house of 
Gradenigo Venier, following a design by Andrea Zorzi, a pupil of F. Maria 
Preti. Particularly interesting from an architectural point of view are the 
solutions designed by Zorzi for the loggia and the beautiful staircase 
inside the villa, now hosting the Town Hall. Not far from this there is the 
Casa Canonica, where you find the open space of the Parish Church, 
once dependent from the Chiesa matrice delle Cendrole dedicated to the 
evangelist St. Matthew. The church was rebuilt around 1760-1770 and 
in 1777, it gained the structure and form that we see nowadays. Riese, 
birthplace of San Pius X, pope of the Catholic Church from 1903 to 
1914. The birthplace of Pope Sarto, the adjoining Museum and Sanctuary 
of Our Lady of Cendrole, for centuries benchmark of Christianity in this 
area, have made out of Riese a pilgrimage destination and a center of 
attraction for religious tourism.

INFO: 
www.suisentieridegliezzelini-acrossveneto.it • www.marcatreviso.it
www.magicoveneto.it • APS www.sentieroezzelini.it

Sentiero degli Ezzelini and other paths: 
From the Sanctuary of Cendrole start two ancient paths beloved by the inha-
bitants of Riese linking the Sanctuary to the town center of Riese. The first 
path, which links Cendrole to the center of Riese Pio X is called Curiotto. It 
was routinely used by the young Giuseppe Sarto to go to the Sanctuary. In 
addition to Curiotto, there is also the so-called Comunale, a large cart sui-
table for walking and cycling itineraries, which is particularly beautiful when 
illuminated at night during the annual March Bepi Sarto, taking place on the 
last Saturday of May. Every year on the third Sunday of September, the Palio 
dei Mussi. (Palio of Donkeys).

Villa Eger e barchessa Zorzi

Santuario Mariano delle Cendrole

Birthplace of San Pio X

Trail Curiotto

ASOLO
•  Piazza G. d’Annunzio, 1 - 3011
•  Telephone:  0423 5245 - Ufficio Cultura  Tel. 0423 4637
    Ufficio I.A.T., piazza Garibaldi  Tel. 0423 529046
    www.comune.asolo.tv.it     
•  Elevation: 190 m a.s.l.
•  Area: 25,37 km²
•  Population: 9.140
•  Fractions: Pagnano, Sant’Apollinare, Villa d’Asolo, Casella d’Asolo
•  www.isoladeimusei.it - www.akelon.it

D efined “The city of hundred horizons” or “Pearl of Veneto”, Asolo 
is one of the most charming old towns. Grown on paleoveneti 
settlements, thanks to its position and to its favorable climate, 

it became a Roman municipium in the first century BC and, as such, 
it was endowed with the usual public buildings (aqueduct, theater, 
thermal baths). It was bishopric until 969, when it was conquered first 
by Ezzelino, and later by Da Camino, Scaligeri and Carraresi families, 
ending up to definitively move under the dominion of the Venetian 
Republic in 1388. Between 1489 and 1510 it hosted the Kingdom of 
Caterina Cornaro, exiled Queen of Cyprus, Jerusalem and Armenia. 
In his court, Cardinal Pietro Bembo wrote his love dialogues “Gli Aso-
lani”. The city retains typical medieval features, surrounded by the 
ancient walls and dominated by the Rocca, austere fortress on Mount 
Ricco overlooking the town. Very striking are the streets flanked by 
gothic arcades, by the ancient palaces and the houses, covered with 
frescoes, with pretty balconies. Not far from the old town centre, in 
the area of Pagnano, we note the building Maglio, splendid black-
smith workshop of the fifteenth century. Poets and writers, as well as 
artists and travelers fell in love with Asolo, led there by the historical 
events or attracted by the beauty of the place. Among them the English 
poet Robert Browning, the Italian famous actress of theater Eleonora 
Duse, the musician Gian Francesco Malipiero, the English explorer 
Freya Stark, as well as Lorenzo Lotto and Giorgione, in whose works 
lives the grace of Asolo’s landscapes. From Massari, to Canova up to 
Benson, to Marius Pictor and De Pisis. In recent years, international 
events, events related to theater, music and photography, as well as 
the famous Antique Market, which takes place every second 
Sunday of the month, make this city a special cultural center in Italy.

Other paths starting from Asolo for bike excursions in the area of Treviso Alps. 
The Itinerary Asolo e i 100 orizzonti offers two paths: a short path of 35 km 
and a long one of 53 km comprising hills hiking, tarmac, dirt roads and country 
soil trails, within a very suggestive landscape.

INFO: 
www.suisentieridegliezzelini-acrossveneto.it • www.marcatreviso.it
 www.vivibike.it • www.magicoveneto.it • http://fiab-onlus.it/bici/
APS www.sentieroezzelini.it

Old Maul of Pagnano

Historic center

Parking to access the Sentiero degli Ezzelini: 
In via strada Muson, Pagnano d’Asolo, in front of Maglio at Pagnano and the 
entrance of the touristic itinerary. Area Camper in Asolo: via Forestuzzo, at 
parking Forestuzzo next to the Ulss n.8. B&B with bike rental service: B&B 
Carniel Pleris, Via Bernardi 26, Pagnano Asolo (*free rental). B&B Santa Colomba, 
Via S. Colomba,4 Asolo.  B&B Al Lauro, Via Lauro,4 Asolo.  B&B Asolando, Via 
Risorgimento,4 Asolo

CRESPANO DEL GRAPPA
•  Via IV Novembre, 31 - 31017
•  Tel.  0423 930 146 - www.comune.crespano.tv.it
•  Elevation: 300 m a.s.l.
•  Area: 17,81 km²
•  Population: 4.729 
•  Twinning with Folsom, Stati Uniti

C respano del Grappa is situated at the southern slopes of Monte Grappa, 
300 m a.s.l., on the road Pedemontana, connecting the two main venetian 
rivers: Brenta and Piave. Crespano is one of the territories affected by the 

human and historical events characterizing the eleventh and thirteenth century, 
involving the various members of the Ezzelini family. Some archaeological 
finds, however, prove that the first human settlements date much earlier, for 
example, the Roman sarcophagus of Caio Vettonio, found in Sant’Eulalia, locality 
of Borso del Grappa. At the end of the seventeenth century and in almost all 
the eighteenth century, Crespano was a center of primary importance for wool 
production. On the southern side the square is surrounded by Casa Canonica 
and a small building hosting traditional shops, built in 1851 by the architect from 
Feltre, Giuseppe Segusini. At its centre worthy of note the neoclassical atrium of 
Caffè Canova. In front, there is the elegant octagonal fountain offered by Mons. 
Sartori Canova to the town. On the east side of the square, over a wide trapezoidal 
base stands the new bell tower. It was built in 1900, beside the parish church, 
built by the Venetian architect Giorgio Massari between 1735 and 1762; the 
west facade of which approaches the neoclassical style. Noteworthy, within the 
church, the plaster statue of the Deposition, work of Antonio Canova, a series 
of frescos by Giovanni de Min, two altarpieces and the frescos on the ceiling 
by Jacopo Guarana, as well as an altarpiece by Girolamo da Ponte. Next 
to the church, we find Cà De Martini, a seventeenth century building, former 
royal palace, now hosting the Municipal Library and the History Museum of the 
War 1915-18. Northern side of the center, elevated for it stands at the foot of 
Pre-Alps, the sanctuary of Madonna del Covolo, still popular pilgrimage site. 
Crespano is to remember for the presence of the military memorial of Mount 
Grappa, one of the most important military ossuaries of the First World War, 
precisely set on the top of mount Grappa, hosting over 12.615 bodies of Italian 
soldiers and over 10.295 Austro-Hungarian. Every first Sunday of August there 
is hosted a great celebration, commemorating all the fallen on this mount of 
great importance for our homeland.

Every Sunday morning at Crespano del Grappa is held the suggestive market. 
Typical cheeses: Morlacco and Bastardo del Grappa.

Sui Sentieri degli Ezzelini: From S. Liberale, following the path towards 
south along the torrent Lastego, getting to the Alpine Park “Al Castagner 
dea Madonetta” and to the Botanical Garden Astego, run by the Regional 
Forest Service. It is open all year round, from Monday to Friday, and open 
also on weekends from May to September. The garden tries to represent in 
a schematic way, through a series of 16 terraces, the sequence of the main 
natural environments: mountain, hills and plain. (Giardino Vegetazionale Aste-
go – Via Valderoa – Crespano del Grappa TV. Informations for guided tours: 
335.7013431.) From Crespano del Grappa, the path of Sentiero degli Ezzelini 
continues towards south until the border with Paderno del Grappa in locality  
via Acque, where a new boardwalk over the Lastego near the house Ziliotto.

Cycle-ring of Grappa: the itinerary First World War of 36 km taking half a day 
is a very panoramic path crossing a hilly area, through tarmac, dirt roads and 
country soil trails. Itinerary Canova Tour has two variants: one long 27 km 
and one long 52 km, hilly landscape, through tarmac, dirt roads and country 
soil trails. Recommended every moment of the year.

INFO: www.suisentieridegliezzelini-acrossveneto.it • www.marcatreviso.it 
www.magicoveneto.it • www.vivibike.net • http://fiab-onlus.it/bici/
APS www.sentieroezzelini.it • www.centrodonchiavacci.it

Crespano del Grappa’s square

Botanical Garden Astego

Cathedral of Crespano Bridge over the torrent Astego

FONTE
•  Monte Grappa Street, 17 - 31010
•  Telephone:  0423 948272 - www.comune.fonte.tv.it
•  Elevation: 107 m a.s.l.
•  Area: 14,6 km²
•  Population: 6.000
•  Fractions:  Fonte Alto e Onè

The name Fonte (source/spring) derives from the large presence 
of water sources. In Roman times, the area was included in the 
“Municipium” of Asolo, as confirmed by the regular arrangement 

of some roads, heritage of the ancient land partition (centuriazione), 
and by the many archaeological findings exposed in the city museum 
of Asolo. The importance of the area have grown since the construction 
of Via Aurelia, which connected Asolo to Padua. Fonte is one of the 
territories involved in the events linked to the powerful family of Ezzelini 
between the eleventh century and the thirteenth century. At Fonte 
Alto, an old parish, the Archpriest Church is dedicated to St. Peter. 
It is at the top of a stairway with 102 steps, offering a peerless view, 
and it preserves the nave painted by Giovan Battista Canal. Further 
attractions are the ruins of the castle on Mount San Nicolò and Villa 
Pasini. The feast in honor of the patron saint is held on June 29. The 
name Onè derives from the tree alder, in italian “ontano”, which in 
Venetian dialect becomes “onèr”. There you can find the Church of 
Our Lady of Mount Carmel, built in modern neo-Gothic style; Villa 
Bacchis-Nervo of the XVII century in Venetian style, now hosting the 
City Hall; Villa Malombra-Bellotto, Villa Persicini (which hosted King 
Vittorio Emanuele III). The patron saint is celebrated on July 16. Its 
hilly landscape, between the Grappa massif and the plain, is extremely 
beautiful and Fonte is touched by the cultural and touristic itineraries 
(Architecture, the Great War, Wine and Food) proposed by the Marca 
Treviso-Tourist promotion office. The territory and the wise man’s work 
offer great quality products: ranging from wine to oil, from cheese to 
honey, from meat to fruit. The town market is on Monday morning 
on the square in front of the City Hall. On the third Sunday of March it 
takes place the fair Fonte in fiore (Blooming Fonte) and in the second 
half of September, the Grape Festival.

Parking to access the itineraries: 
A. Via Asolana, Onè: parking in the craft area of Via delle Industrie.
B. Via San Pio X, Onè: parking in Via Gastaldia (south of Baita Alpini).
C. Via San Salvatore, Fonte Alto (100 m north of the parish sport fields).

Ring itineraries:
“Da ponte a ponte – strada delle More” (Bridge to bridge – blackberry way):
coming from south towards the bridge over Muson (at Rosina of Onè) turn left 
into Via Lastego, turn right into Via Battagello, then right into Via Mattarelli, 
again right into Via Musone, and you will end up back along the Muson then 
again on Sentieri degli Ezzelini.
“Su pa i Boschi” (Into the woods): from Via San Salvatore, Fonte Alto turn right 
into Via Boschi, take Via Giannotti (Asolo), turn right into Via Santa Margherita 
then Via San Pio X° back on Sentieri degli Ezzelini.

INFO: 
www.suisentieridegliezzelini-acrossveneto.it • www.marcatreviso.it 
www.magicoveneto.it • www.vivibike.net • http://fiab-onlus.it/bici/
APS www.sentieroezzelini.it
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Town hall


